
Reporting on immigration
when you’re far from the southern border



Does your publication have 
an immigration beat?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A show of hands: how many of your publications have an immigration beat reporter?



How many languages do 
your reporters speak?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph- Raise your hand if you have a newsroom that speaks 4 languages? What about 3? Any bilingual reporters? Well, people from all over the world visit or settle in Massachusetts. Yes, you can report with translators, but knowing the language yourself is better.



Reporting on immigration is...

● Nuanced: Conducting interviews (sometimes in multiple 
languages), analyzing court documents and federal policy 
changes

● Appealing: It’s a hot topic, and readers love it or hate it, 
but they all read it

● Much more than Trump: You can write reactions, but 
you can also find features and watchdog stories with a 
local angle



DAILIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph u wanna do this one? Does greg have any of these?



FEATURES/ENTERPRISE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can split this one!



WATCHDOG STORIES



WATCHDOG 
STORIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By reporter Amanda Drane and photo editor Carol Lollis. The Gazette began investigating after a downtown Northampton restaurant suddenly closed. “The Gazette identified at least four Hampshire County restaurants whose managers acknowledged paying workers a sum that appears to be below the minimum wage.” From another article in the series: “Many arrive in New York City without papers, family or friends, turning instead to a network of Chinatown job agencies to find jobs in restaurants that offer sub-minimum wages, work weeks of 50 to 72 hours and “free” housing in Hampshire County and other locations around the Northeast.” Article looked at legality of offering housing in lieu of paying minimum wage (it’s not legal). They also went to New York City, finding that below-minimum wage Western Mass. restaurant jobs were posted in job agencies catering to immigrants.  



WATCHDOG STORIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah: Explain Guardian storySteph: Yes, this is an NJ example, but I want to point out that I found a way to report on an issue that seemed very obscure and hard to confirm outside of anecdotal comments from advocates. Courts aren't subject to OPRA (NJ's public records law), but the security guards at courts were sheriff's officers. And the sheriff's departments are subject to OPRA. So I was able to find the visitor logs and see which law enforcement officials signed in and when



WATCHDOG STORIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Globe story by Maria Sacchetti and Todd Wallack. They used death records to analyze the demographics behind drowning victims.



What constitutes an immigration story?

● Any story can have an immigration angle: housing, 
school budget, business, etc.

● Reach out to immigration attorneys, community 
organizers, prosecutors and others for ideas

● Local events are a good springboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph: Immigration angles: Housing: How do rental prices affect immigrants? How has refugee resettlement changed?School budget: How much is being dedicated to English language programs?Businesses: Foreign-born business owners, wage theft allegations, fraud allegationsCops and crime: How do local jails deal with international fugitives? How are officers connecting with the immigrant community and building trust?Greg? Some examples are naturalization ceremonies, know your rights trainings, holiday celebrations like Lunar New Year, city-run meetings with immigrant communities



Building trust in your communities

● Don’t make false promises
● Try meeting advocates, pastors, other leaders first
● Remind them about the objective method
● Cultivate a variety of law enforcement sources, ranging 

from ICE to TSA to local officers who may patrol 
immigrant communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph: On meeting leaders: Try to meet advocates, pastors, etc.: They can vouch for you sometimesSteph: On objective method: You’re not advocating for them; nor are you to cause harm (i.e. outing immigrants without legal status to ICE)



Building trust in your communities 

● Be thoughtful in your questioning 
● It helps to have bilingual reporters
● Sensitivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph/Sarah? Be thoughtful: Avoid assumptions about their immigration status, how they got here, what brought them here, their level of educationThe more specific your questions, the better, but treat it like a conversationSteph/Sarah? Bilingual reporters: Bilingual reporters are journalists, not translatorsIf you don’t have a reporter who speaks the language of a source, look for a translator (oftentimes advocates can translate, but keep in mind they might try to filter some comments to protect the source)Steph/Greg? Sensitivity: Ask before photographing or using someone’s full nameWhat’s your publication’s policy on anonymous or partial sources, particularly when sources fear immigrant detention or deportation to a country where their lives were in dangers



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greg: Want to talk about how your reporters cultivate these sources? // Sure -- in this case, it was through activists / advocates. Having a Spanish-speaking reporter was critical. Elizabeth Roman interviewed the subject in Spanish. We produced a video interview in which Liz recorded a translation voice-over: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rnziPaZcDQSarah: Want to talk about how you approached this story?Steph: I wrote about notario fraud. If you don’t know what that is, it’s basically notaries or sometimes travel agents who will advertise for and perform immigration legal services even though they’re not immigration attorneys or even certified to do any of this work. It took months to get six people to talk with me, but one of the best examples was a couple that one of my attorney sources connected me to. That’s why you should always regularly check in with sources you interview for your stories. This couple went on the record with their full names, went on camera, shared paperwork with me and receipts.



Harnessing data
● Challenge official statements and anecdotal evidence
● Identify story leads
● Monitor long-term trends
● Deepen connections to your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Couple of tips / notes: �- Go beyond X says this, but Y says this reporting; find your own yardstick�- Numbers are your friends, but they’re not the be-all-end-all of reporting- Identify and familiarize yourself with data sources / datasets *before you need to use them*�- Re: deepening community connections -- who lives here, and is local / state / federal government working for them? Are there stories you’ve been missing or issues you’ve been under-reporting? Are there specific language skills that’d be a plus when you’re hiring reporters and editors? 



Data sources

● TRAC data: https://trac.syr.edu/phptools/reports/reports.php
● WRAP - Department of State: https://www.wrapsnet.org/admissions-and-arrivals/
● US Census data: https://data.census.gov/cedsci/
● Student enrollment - state DOE: 

http://profiles.doe.mass.edu/search/search.aspx?leftNavId=11238
● Worker comp records from site, etc.: DOL (spreadsheet)
● AG's Fair Labor Division Complaints: https://www.mass.gov/doc/ags-fair-labor-

division-complaints
● File a public records request
● Federal contracts/bidding site: https://beta.sam.gov/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…. Add some links and notes about what each of these are good for. �- (Greg added): censusreporter.org is a website designed by journalists to make U.S. Census Bureau data easier to lookup. Census has tables on citizenship status (does not break down documented vs. undocumented), and data on health insurance, pay in specific industries, and more broken down by citizen vs. noncitizen. �- Sometimes identifying stories means merging, mashing up or comparing multiple datasets. E.g., state education data merged with Census data. -sarah-happy to walk through trac since a lot of my more recent stories use their data. I wonder if we’ll end up having time to walk through all of these. 

https://trac.syr.edu/phptools/reports/reports.php
https://www.wrapsnet.org/admissions-and-arrivals/
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/
http://profiles.doe.mass.edu/search/search.aspx?leftNavId=11238
https://www.mass.gov/doc/ags-fair-labor-division-complaints
https://beta.sam.gov/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was in response to a reader question. Original story was about the Springfield mayor writing a letter to the State Department calling for an end to an “influx” of refugees in the city. He said Springfield has “a long and successful history” of taking in refugees, but the growing numbers led to his concern “for the safety of both our citizens and the refugees themselves.” Story: “Many of the refugees are being placed in substandard housing, and are placing burdens on the Code Enforcement, Police and School departments, Sarno said.”�In the comments, a reader asked about data on refugee arrivals -- specifically, whether country of origin played a role in where refugees were placed. His comment offered an anecdotal take (that Somalian refugees were disporportionately relocated to Springfield) that I was able to refute via a review of the data (hundreds had also arrived in a neighboring, much smaller suburb). More importantly, answering the reader’s question helped me familiarize myself with the data, so it was easier to work with the next time I needed it. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story published two days after Springfield’s mayor decried what he said was an “influx” of refugees in his city; in a statement, he said, “enough is enough.” He put out a press with a list of questions, including, “How many refugees are actually coming to the City of Springfield?” Well, our past familiarity with the data -- how to find it, and how to analyze it -- meant we were prepared to answer, and report a more nuanced follow-up story. (And to answer the mayor’s question -- at one-fifth the population, neighboring West Springfield had welcomed 800 more refugees than Springfield over a seven-year period. Meanwhile, Worcester -- a similar-sized city -- had twice as many arrivals as Springfield.)



Steph Solis
stephmsolis@gmail.com

@stephmsolis

Sarah Betancourt
Sbetancourt@massinc.org

@sweetadelinevt

Greg Saulmon
GSaulmon@repub.com

@GregSaulmon
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